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11. 

Ât the current time, plastic streamer tubes for the 

DELPHI hadron calorimeter are bei"l'lg produced in the IIDELPHI 

production area ll in JINR. A procedure for mass testing oftubes 

with a productivity not less than that in the assembling 

section, i.e. not less than 120 detectors per day, was pro

posed in Ref. /1/. After approval of this procedure by the 

hadron calorimeter group it was realised in practice. It 

inoludes three stagea: high voltage test and training, X-ray 

test (irradiating the detector eurtace, ~ne checks ita 

capability of operating under a large radiative load 

100 cm-2s-1 and the eignal homogeneity) and wire tension 

test in ready detectors. Thie paper presente resulta obtained 

at the atage of high voltage tests and training, other 

results will be described later. 

For this moment alI detectora for the barrel of the 

hadron calor1meter, 1.e. about 10.5 thousand plaat1c atreamer 

tubea (Fig. 1) 3.6 m long, had been made and tested. At 

the atage of high voltage testa, faulty tubes were rejected 

and the behaviour of auch characteriatics as mean dark 

current through tubea and maximal operational voltage waa 

atudied. 

The work at the stage of high voltage testing ia organ1aed 

by the following way. The whole cycle for one group of tubea 

(120 or 180 detectora) takea 2 days. A group of tubes rece1ved 

fram the asaembl1ng 8ection ia connected to the gaa system 

ItfhtEt.(j:. '''l..d~ HriCTHTyr, 
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and is pumped out (the limit pressure of 0.1-0.2 atm depends 
\ 

on the quality of tube connection to the gas system). Then 

tubes are quickly filled up (~ )00 liters per houri the 

total volume of 120 tubes is about 280 liters) with the 

working gas mixture (Ar : CO2 : = 1 : 2 : 1). F'ig. 2CSH12 

demonstrates the dynamics of the filling of a group of 
II 

detectors. AlI tubes are blown through psrallelly. After 

the first filling there are no more than )0-50% of air in 

tubes. Tubes are fast blow.n through for 2 houra moro. Then 

detectars are connected to the gas output of tubes undor 

high voltage training and flow becamee elow (about 30 l1ters 

per bour). During the first day tubes ore blown through 

without bigh voltage. A wbole gas exchonge roto io about 

S volumes of a group by tbe end of first doy. Noxt doy, 

being under the same slow flow, tho detectora aro oonnooted 

to the high·voltage system. During the seoond day a total 

gas exchange reaches a value of 7 volumos. 

The equipment for high voltage troining oana1oto of a 

mini-computer, CAMAC electronics, a cantrollublo high 

vo1tage sotirce and a digital ampermeter (Fig. J) • AlI 

streamer tubes are connécted to the output of tho high 

vo1tage source through 10 M resistors to confino ourronts. 

Positive high voltage is applied to wiree, curronto of 

detectors to be measured is taken from cathodoo. Tho 

computer connects tubes one by one to the digital ampor

meter througb analog multip1exer,read s measured valuo a! 

current, writes information either in the RAM or on a !loppy 

disc and analyse the received data. For convenience the 
I]' 

monitoring information is diap1ayed on the colour monitor. 
e 

Each tube ia represented by a smal1 square with a number; 

the square colour ref1ects a leveI of the current measured. 

There ia a1so other information to help an aperator to decide 
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Fig. h Schematic view of a plastic streamer tube of the 

DELPHI badron calorimeter. 
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Fig. 2. pynamics of fil1ing a group of 120 tubes: 
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Fig. J. Schemat1c diagram of the training procedural 
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taken from eight anode wirea connected together. It ia seen 

that the plateau of the counting curve begins at U ~ 3.75 kV. 

After trying several ways of training, the following 

one was chosen. Tubes stay under high voltage for one day 

I
",1 

(20-24 hours), After first day of gas flowing tubes are 

connected to the high voltage syatem and duril1g 1-3 hours '
I·	 the voltage is increased to the working range (3.7-3.8 kV). 

Obviously bad tubes with abrupt increase of currentsU(kV) "~f are 

1!'ig. 4. Typical coun ting curve (dotted Lí.ne ) and bound.s switched off (usually these tubes turn out to be spoilt at 

of counting curves for 30 tubes (solid lines). assembling). 

Cosmocs. LeveI 15 mV/50 Ohm. Dend time of shnper During l1ext 10 hours, voltage is increased to 4.3-4.4 kV 

450 ns. (that is 500...600 V higher than the working point'). Every 15 

Q(pCr I	 minutes high voltage is abruptly decreased (for several 
1000 

IC mean value seconds) to	 the value of 1 kVand then is restored to the 
. peoks initial value. Thus selfsustaining discharges, if any, are 

100 
quenched. If	 a large current is measured (more than 4 rA)~~ 

?;~,.~ 
the frequency of such flops is automatically increased. The 

10 high voltage control can be performed by the computer or
y~"" 

by an operator. High voltage of 4.3-4.4 kV is held during 

about 10 hours. At the end of the training procedure high 
3.4 3,6 3,8 4.0 4,2 U(kV I 

voltage is decreased to 4.0 kV (thnt is 200-)00 V higher
Fig. 5. Charge chnructeristics (time of current integrntion 

than the working point) and final rejecting of bad tubes takes 
is 200 ns).	 Cosmics. 

place. If detector current at 4.3 kV is less than 2 rA and 
x - menn value of charge 

at 4.0 kV is less than 0.5 rA, the detector is regarded
peaks of limited-proportional éU1d stl'eamer 

as a good one and is permitted to go to the next stnge
dischnrges. 

(X-rays test). 

Fig. 6 demonstrates that for any fixed voltagewhether to switch off nny tube or to continue training, to 

value one observes a monotonous decrease of the mean darkincrease high voltage or not, etc. Three speeds may be used 

current through the tubes. Here large currents over 4 ~Afor current	 scanning and current measurement from nn indivi

r'	 (leaps or continuous currents). observed in some tubes indual tube changes as 0.01 s, 0.1 s and 1 s. 

the process	 of training are not tnken into account becauseIn Fig. 4,5	 one cnn seé typical characteristics of 
J.~ I	 their behaviour is not typical. A hulf-life of a mean currentplastic streamer tubes obtained with cosmic. A signal ia 
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Fig. 7. Teat at maximllm voltage before and after training 

for 600 tubea. 

ia about 1-2 houra at the beginning of training and about 

10 haura at its end. It ahould be empbasized t~t the value 

of current about 0.1 r- through a tube ia almost completely 

due to leak currents rather than to atreamer diacharges ' 

trom coamics (about 0.01 rA rv 100 particlea per a x 100 pC 

in a streamer). 

It is important to knowquantitative characteristics j 

I ~ Df 1mprovement of detectora duo to the training. Pig. 7 ,. 
shows tbe resulta of tests at maximum high voltage for J! 

600 tubes before and after training. The maximum voltage waa L 
defined by the value at wh1ch the current througb a tube 'I 
exceeds 1 rA. It 18 seen that after training tubea become 'j: 

more stable. r 

N ri-------------------, 
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Fig. 8. Distribution of shifts of maximum voltage due to 

training. Statistics is 880 tubes. 

It ia important that the effect ia mainly due to high 

voltage training rather than to a simple increase of gas 

exchange (the whole gas exchange varies fro~ 5 to 7 volumes 

of a detector group during training). Additional 6 volumes 

of gas flow after train~ng did not change curves as those 

in Fig. 7. An increase of gas exchange before training from 

5 to 7 volumes also did not practically change these curves. 

It is. interesting that there are some detectors capable 

of operating at quite high voltages (~5 kV). Tbis reveals 

potentialities of detectors of this kind. Remember that 

DE1PHI stre~mer tubes have a polished graphite cathode with 

resistivity 50-2000 kOhm/CJ /2/. Fig. 8 illustrates the high 

voltage training effect by another way. It is a distribu

tion of shifts Df maximum voltages due to the training. It 

ia clear that an average increase of operating voltage range 

is about ]00 V for our way of training. 

Processes that occur in detectora under training are 

not clear. But experience ahows that any wire detector under 

gas flow and at high voltage improves its characteristics 

(for instance, leveIs of dark currents or noise impulses 
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usually falI down). But this occurs in a peculiar way for 

each detector. 30 the above improvement of tubes in process 

of training ia related to tubes of given construction. 

d 
After teating about 10.5 thousand plastic streamer tubes 

(, 

for the DELPHI hadron calorimeter 3% detectora were rejected 

(2% are d~e to assembling reaaons and 1% is due to discharges 

which are probably related to cathode properties). 

The distinct effect of high voltage training is observ

ed,it may be expresaed as a monotonoua decreaae of dark 

current during training and an increase of ranges of ope

rational voltagea by more than 300 V (on the average). 
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BhICOI<OBOnbTHhle acnsrraaaa
 
II rpeaapomca crpaxrepasrx Tpy60I<
 
anpoaaoro xanopaxrerpa ,D;EJI<I>11
 

E13-87-399
 

Ilpaaeneasr peaynararsr BhICOI<OBOnbTHhIX acnsrraaaã H TpeHH
pOBI<H rrnaCTHI<OBhIX CTpHMepHhlX Tpy60I< anpoaaoro xanopaxrerpa 
,D;EJI<l>I1, nonyseaasre na ysacrrce xorrrporrsnsrx acnsrranaá B 

üI1.HI1. Haõrnonaerca OTqeTnHBhlH 3cPcPeI<T BhICOI<OBOnbTHoH TpeHH
POBI<H, I<OTOphIH KOnHqeCTBeHHO nsrpaxcaerca B YBenHqeHHH o6na
era HarrpH/KeHHH (rmaro) 6onee, qeM aa 300 B. 

Pa60Ta nsmorraeaa B Jlaõoparopaa anepasrx rrpoõnexr üI1.HI1. 

Ilpenpaar 06'be,nHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyra H,I~epHbIX accnenoaaaaã. ,lly6Ha 1987 

Alekseev G.D. et aI. E13-87-399 
High Voltage Tests and Training of PIastic Streamer 
Tubes for the DELPHI Hadron Calorimeter 

The results of high voltage tests and training of pIastic strea
mer tubes of the DELPHI hadron calorimeter, obtained at the sec
tion of mass controI tests in JINR, are presented. A distinct affect 
of high voltage training is .observed: a region of operational high 
jVoltage increases by a value more than 300 V. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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